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Clover Hill VA Infant and Nursery School

It’s been another busy week in year 1! In our Pirate topic this week we have continued to 
become expert geographers by creating 3D islands. We made volcanoes, palm trees, boats, 
treasure chests and pirates. We used teamwork to decide where to attach each feature on 
the island. We also looked at the differences between human and physical features. In PE 
we have continued to practice our ball skills, focusing on balancing, throwing, catching and 
moving with equipment. In collective worship, we have continued to look at our value of 
generosity, and we have been thinking about the future. We know we need to look after the 
planet like Penny People and Planet from our Enterprise curriculum. Can you help us look 
after the planet at home?

Learning updates…

English 
This week in English we have been:

- Practicing our own stories with a partner, 
using actions

- Writing the 5 main parts of our stories –
opening, build up, problem, resolution and 
ending

- Practicing our spellings ready for the test 
next week

- Reading high frequency words

Mathematics
This week in Maths we have been:

- Learning how to break teen numbers into tens 
and units

- Making teen numbers using 10 and a bit more
- Counting in tens up to 100 and back down again
- Doubling and halving numbers to 20
- Using co-ordinates on a grid to locate objects
- Recapping directional language and compass 

points

Reminders…
Parents’ evening will take place on Monday, Tuesday 
and Thursday next week. 

Vocabulary of the week

glittering    glistening    gleaming

Please discuss these words with your childJ

Rhyme of the week…

Here is the church, and here is the steeple,
Look inside and you’ll see the people.
See the Parson climb the stairs, 
and see the vicar saying his prayers.  

Stars of the week…

Otters – Casey & Tyler C
Hedgehogs – Dziugas & Maverick

Well Done!!


